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“As you may recall, in these pages, an enormous self loves itself,
which extends to plants, animals, and all folds of Being.
It is ultimately confused with
a maternal figure,
also enormous.”

--Julia Kristeva, on Colette

“She sees it clearly now. The series of openings, closures, interstices,
the leave-taking and arrivals, plot twists forming the great story
unfolding behind her. It matters
what she makes of it.”

--Sandra Fees / The Great Story Unfolding Behind Her / 17
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There is something special about ecofeminism. It is an intersectional feminism that, for those concerned with social justice, widens the
sphere of their consideration to include animals and the natural environment along with ability, class, gender, race, and sexuality. We
who are drawn to ecofeminism know the significance of webs, from the curiosity and kinship that arise upon encountering a spider
spinning her web to the magic felt when casting the mind toward the ancient domain of women's weaving. My hope is that the 3D
Web by Louisa Magrics that brings this issue to its close will serve as an opening to further ecofeminist weaving of webs across the
Interweb and beyond. Because ecofeminist writers weave words to create meaning to connect minds to birth change. Sometimes—
naughty, naughty—we even weave tales, legends, myths: lies. We are spinsters who put our own spin on reality, because the reality of
the global capitalism that has exploded—by the exploitation of a spluttering body of earth, water, and air, at the expense of
economically disenfranchised women of colour the world over who grow dismally ill while they work and resist, and while the ruthless
expunging of billions of farmed and fished animals every year grinds relentlessly—is splintered into apparently unrelated shards of
meaninglessness. Those who are drawn to ecofeminism know intuitively the intersections between oppressions because we are aware
of the webs of death and life; these oppressions are not and never will be separate and linear problems to be treated individually.
They are delicately interconnected, allowing us endless opportunity to tease them apart and re-weave to create the world we know is
just—one not competitive, but cooperative; One not hasty, but thoughtful; ONE not bellicose, but nurturing; ALL both FREE and
FEARLESS.

Sarah-Jean Krahn,
Managing Editor
July 8, 2016
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Red apple / Vanane Borian

5
Winter Hags, 2015 / Brit Griffin
They came as they have come every year,
these faithful descendants of Demeter,
steadily joining with one another
to form white edges along the roadways,
gaining strength until they are close enough
to sink their icy claws into the rock face.
Their numbers grow slowly as they clamber
over one another in their ascent up the cliffs,
accumulating and thickening,
until they finally reach the top,
their hags' hair trailing down behind them
in milky-green shards.
They came this year as every year before,
rising in strength from the land of the dead
to gather for their ascension.
But this year they were caught unaware
by a force driven by its own heat,
a foe born of soot and avarice.
The cloying warmth of its violence
beguiled many of us, so we stood
as idle bystanders, rejoicing
as the old winter creatures,
unrecognizable from years past,
were sent repeatedly back down
into the ditches below
as mere puddles.

I Am (Untitled 2) / Kalinda Nelson-Boyd
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Pyura Chilensis / Alice O'Malley
Pyura Chilensis: a marine invertebrate found in off the coast of
Chile and Peru, known for its striking resemblance to a rock that,
when turned over, appears to bleed.
There is a stone found where
the earth tears herself, pours
upon the ground. It has
only the appearance
of a stone. Immobile,
inert, and circular
there on the harsh sea bed.
If you rip the jellied
Skin it bleeds, open heart,
warm and pulsing, movements
of living flesh infused

Inert. Circular there
on the floor of her palm.
He will tear a wound, pour
her living flesh infused
with nerves, her soft insides
will quiver to a touch.
Repulsed, I bind and bind
myself in carbon cave,
take on the appearance,

with nerves. The soft insides

of a stone. Immobile.

that quiver to a touch.

there on the bedroom floor.

I tell my friend about

that he can tear a wound

the living stone. She ties
her dress with lace and lines
her eyes with kohl. This year
he will hand her a stone,
a diamond. Carbon bound
bound and bound. Immobile.

Inert and circular
Perhaps he will not know
and I will pour. When ripped
my jellied skin will bleed
open heart, warm, pulsing
movements of living flesh.
I quiver to a touch.
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Circumcision / Adeiza Atureta
Each night
Has its pain,
And sorrow
Etched upon our hearts
Each night,
Our pride is taken for granted,
And we're cut open in a pool of blood,
Birthing a harbor of hopelessness,
That brings shame and sorrow,
To our hearts.
Each night,
There is an interment,
Of civilization; mouthing odes, and berthing regrets,
At the early retirement of tribal souls,
When we die.
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Her Nightmare / Jane Ellen Glasser
She is driving. She isn’t driving.
The car slips into a tunnel.
Not death’s tunnel, no flickering
light at the end, no white funnel
shooting into heaven
clutched in Christ’s arms.
In a pitch dark, the walls
compress, like the room
in Poe’s story, metal shrinking
around the condemned;
his body seared and writhing,
pushed to the edge.
But in her nightmare, screams
evoke no trumpets; walls
fail to fall back. She isn’t driving.
She is driving down a hall
thick with mist, wrapped
in the cloud of her last breath,
atom by atom disintegrating
the way fire loves itself to death.

On Hunting / Brit Griffin
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He set off before daylight
with his shotgun.
The night before,
he’d taken his Polaris Pro-X
and tore a spine up
through the snow

just stand there on the trail

towards the bush.

like they can’t

Made a clear trail -

even hear me -

easy for him to follow.

and then I just
Bam

The young man did not

Bam

see the fox.

Bam.

She had come up quiet,
stepping back through her

The bird sensed the fox

own tracks that skirted the trail.

close by, then the thrumming

She was settled down

of its wings as it flushed, and the

watching the underbrush,

man brought up his gun,

knowing the bird

the fox slipped back

was there, all soft brown cryptic

under the cedars,

against the snow.

and then it was all
bam

The man was imagining himself -

bam

cool, with his blonde ponytail,

bam

recounting his exploits

and a mess of feathers

by the barista machine,

and three spent shells of

saying, ‘Yeah, partridges,

kindergarten blue

they’re so fuckin’ stupid -

in the snow.
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Holly & Web / Donna Beck

Grocery Shopping in Stilettos / Michelle Magee
Stay tiny, stay small
Rail thin, suck it in.
Keep it tight, keep it taught,
Thin is “in,” Fat is not.
Deny your true form, Your Goddess-given right
Embody an image that’s bought;
No eating at night.
It’s a projection of man dressed in women’s parts
It keeps us starved down, the hunger held in our hearts
The hunger to flow free, that true liquid woman form
The curves and the mounds, for that’s the true norm.
Venus is our sphere, Aphrodite keeping reign
Red hair and full lips
But our bodies hold so much pain
Fraught with years of repression
To feel ugly and self-deny
Been made to fight HIS obsession
In battles of an eye for an eye.
For the body only is, it only feels, it cannot lie
It shares your grief and has known loss
There is no “should,” there is no “try”

Within each layer, inside each cell
Vast stores of wisdom, fierce tales to tell
“le corps de beauté” – Your beautiful form
It will always love you, help you weather the storm.
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It is from that grounding, the base at your core
Truth flows in remembering, and he’ll hurt you no more.
Connected in that pulsing, to the heart of the Earth
You become your true Goddess, full of wry, full of mirth.
And what of this? you ask, to be thin, to stay small
The answer is simple, trust acceptance, that’s all.
We are not the body, we are a great deal more
But we are in the body, Goddess strength at its core
To be down on the body, in the elusive desire to be the same
We choose belief in a lie, we become a pawn in the game.
The body is a greatness that’s beyond our concept of control
“Rail thin, hold it in” – for petty judgments the bell tolls.
And as I feel the void for the answer
The lines to draw these verses closed
I’m left longing for a conclusion that my consciousness not yet knows.
For as great a miracle this is, that these words do flow and ebb,
This poet is still human, she’s still weaving her own web.
And so the best I have to offer, on this page my pen-strokes fall
Is to take a lesson from the faieries, who are tiny, who are small…
If size were all that mattered, all that makes us who we are
Then the faieries and their magic wouldn’t have gotten very far
To know your truth and be it means embracing your shape and size
For when the body is healthy
One’s true purpose begins to rise
For the body is perfection as it moulds and shapes our form
Through which our purpose can flow freely, our heart’s dreams are surely born.

Why My Great-Aunt Never Married / Katarina Boudreaux
Thirteen thousand years ago,
a man asked a woman
to cast her lot with his,
and knowing that his lot
would be the harder course
to bear for the longterm,
she opted for solitude
and a meat-free diet.
Not much has changed
since then.

Françoise d’Eaubonne / Ron Riekki
I asked a three-year-old in the E.R. what she wanted to be when she grew up.
She said, “Arrow.” I said, “An arrow?” Her mother said, “No, Ariel.”
She wanted to swim into Time. She wanted moss. She wanted to be a whiplash squid.
She wanted to be a mermaid. Not a maid, not manmade.
She wanted to serve the ocean. Not xenophobic millionaires.
She wanted to be a xenophyphore. Her last name was Valdez.
It made me think of people with the initials B.P. The deepwater of names.
The girl struggled for breath. Asthmatic. A cyborg attached to nasal cannula.
She lives across from a natural gas company. There, where air struggles. Fish don’t wish
to be us.
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Leda's Strength / Sapphire Frater
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Anxiety in the Feminine / Yvette A. Schnoeker-Shorb
The wolf approached,
sleek and strong
and vulnerable, as I
withered in the lone cabin
and watched from behind
the safe pane of a window
while overgrown conifers
scraped the uncertain stars,
and shadows like everything
else at midnight moved
through dense forest.
The she-wolf, silent as soft
but steady paws, neared
my jagged, hollow steps;
I opened the door just a crack
to make sure she was still
there or closer, suspicious,
not knowing if she was
malicious or protective,
and straddled the dream
into the morning
when I got the results
and diagnosis.
▼

maters

A woman / Vanane Borian
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The Great Story Unfolding Behind Her / Sandra Fees
Once the narrator wanted wings to fly, but now
she wants only what’s spun from her own body, weaving
iridescent silk into exquisite orb lines; only that will save
her, if anything will.
She sees it clearly now. The series of openings,
closures, interstices, the leave-taking and arrivals, plot
twists forming the great story unfolding behind her. It
matters what she makes of it.
Her protagonist is a tiny spider as plump as a
blueberry poised in the porch’s easterly corner where the
cobweb’s radial stretches with the beauty of something
deadly. And the moth, the length of the narrator’s
forefinger, folds its mottled wings in on itself.
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I Can Hear Her Breathing

*

/ Rev. Dr. Karen Tate

“Another world is not only possible, she is on her way. On a quiet day, I can hear her breathing.”
-Arundhati Roy
When I read that quote for the first time, the breath caught in my throat and the hair stood up on the back of my neck as I
remembered....
I had been invited to Wisconsin to present at a weekend workshop which turned out to be a more than wonderful experience. I went
thinking I was just going up there to teach these women the workshop material, but the sharing and activities I participated in were a
beautifully reciprocal dance. Besides the bonding and the fun, issues I had never quite been able to banish from my psyche had
dispersed in the safety of the ritual the night before and I was feeling light and open and gloriously happy and fulfilled.
As the weekend came to a close and the time to drive back to the airport was drawing near, I grabbed a few moments of solitary time
behind the dormitory where we were staying located about 100 yards off a serene and shining lake. Between the lake and the dorm,
trees had been planted in a circle, with barely two to three feet of space between their trunks, and inside the circle was a bench. I
was drawn within the circle desiring a few moments of quiet contemplation in what felt like Nature’s embrace.
As I sat there, enjoying a cool breeze on my cheeks, glimpsing the reflection of the sun on the lake between the tree trunks before
me, I suddenly realized I heard a rhythmic breathing. In and out. In and out. Where was it coming from? In my mind, I began a process
of elimination. I held my own breath for a few moments thinking perhaps here in this small space among this odd configuration of trees
I was hearing the echo of my own breath, but no, it wasn’t me. I looked around to make sure there was no one else there, perhaps
just beyond my initial line of light. No. I wasn’t hearing the incoming tide of the lake. I sat there mesmerized as I listened. No, this
sound was coming from this very spot where I sat. Dare I ever utter the next thoughts that crossed my mind? It was as if I were sitting
within the body of Goddess and I was hearing Her breathing. This was incredulous, but I was going to go with it and just listen, feel,
and receive. I soaked in the magic of this sacred place. The hair stood up on back my neck and arms. I felt that familiar cold chill up
my spine and my tears turned into sobs of joy. What an emotional experience!
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In hindsight, many of us might speak in metaphor, as perhaps the novelist and activist Arundhati Roy is speaking above, about Gaia or
the coming new paradigm of the Sacred Feminine, but this was different. This experience went beyond metaphor or even feeling
inspired in some natural landscape. This wasn’t merely equating the ebb and flow of the ocean tides with Her breath as we attempt to
personify Her and embrace Her mysteries. This felt as if it were another phenomena of a dimension I had yet to experience. Was I
crazy to even contemplate hearing the inhaling and exhaling.....of our Mother? Well, sometimes we just have to shut off that left-brain
and just feel Her incredible gifts! Those few minutes sitting in that sacred grove in Wisconsin will no doubt be some of the most
profound and magickal minutes of my life. Thank you, Mother. Thank you for that precious gift. I can hear you breathing!
* “I Can Hear Her Breathing” appears in Dr. Rev. Karen Tate's book, Goddess Calling: Inspirational Messages & Meditations of Sacred Feminine Liberation
Thealogy, and was published with permission.

Ariadne's Crown / Sapphire Frater

Colossal Woman / Sandra Fees
She spends all summer stonyhorizoned, water-charmed, oaks swaying
her cabin-dreams and sleep becoming
landscape.
Knowing spills from the tricklingwaterfall-of-her, squeezed into moments
between rocks and cigarettes, between
missteps, faltering and guffawing,
while I slip into dog-paddled forgetting and
bird-watching grieving.
That, and watching the old woman
watching the sea.
The prettiness is unmistakable. A
sheer longing reaching toward words and
water, toward what I want to know, this
thing I can’t get at no matter how I try,
which slices the stony prospect, looking in
mounting light like a colossal woman sealsleek having the time of her life.
They are the same, sea and the
distant horn calling: it was always going
to be this way, will go on this way.
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The Girl and the Woman / Karen Neuberg

21

The girl goes through a stage
where she tries to resemble
who she thinks people want her to be.
The woman goes through a phase
where she tries to reassemble
who the girl really was.

Sassyfras 1 / Kalinda Nelson-Boyd
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conversations about medusa / Stephanie Barbé Hammer

1.
the spawn told her mother about her poem about the medusa: how she wasn’t only laughing she was young and emotionally complex.
filled with liquid emotions.

2.
spawn asked about connections and mother thought back to the monsters she had known: Frankenstein’s creature, the Hunchback of
Notre Dame, the Creature from the Black Lagoon. but they are all masculine said spawn. except for Frankenstein’s Creature said
mother. yeah, said spawn. but even the Creature is eventually gendered male.

3.
and the snakes added spawn. what about the snakes? what’s with those snakes?

4.
the snake goddess of Crete? said mother.

5.
and Eve said spawn.
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6.
a biblically inflected silence.

7.
medusa is the opposite of Cleopatra said spawn. remember Elizabeth Taylor saying “my breasts are full of life?” then she kills herself
with a snake to the breast – that’s a feminine way to die.

8.
they had gotten off the subject. they sat looking at each other thinking about venom and what being looked at means. Objectified by
the gaze and yet that gaze kills. the patriarchy’s great fear. being unable to look at the woman you have made into a thing. Being killed
by the gaze you initiated in fact.

9.
that’s why Bernini’s medusa is so important spawn said. She’s so beautiful! And active said mother, look at how her head is cocked.
She’s looking at something said spawn. She’s noticing something, said mother. True, said spawn. The statue is why I made my poem.
My poem is about the body as poison. And yet the body speaks. Has sex. Moves.

10.
Spawn went away and wrote about her poem. Mother sat at the shining metal kitchen table, moved her fingers. Blurred the lines
caressing the wrinkled reflection. She listened for the other metal table in the other room, where spawn’s fingers tapped on the
opaque keys ribboning out the viper sentences of a new story about women and looking and speaking and breaking through stones.
Grinding the stones into sand. Making it all into glass. For beads, for vases, for windowpanes, for eyeglass, telescope, and microscope
lenses. But not for mirrors.

Sassyfras 2 / Kalinda Nelson-Boyd
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Ars Poetica / Karen Neuberg
It’s never quite found, that’s all—and that’s a lot. Though it feels almost discernible, there, under a pile of years that includes all the old
socks missing in the wash. And more, of course—like the times I didn’t lift the baby when she cried. She’s a grown woman now; her
babies no longer babies. I long to tell her. But tell her what?
And what of that collection rising to the ceiling about to hit the fan? Does it include the world? The newest and the oldest wars of my
particular, or of any, lifetime? Can this become a cave in which to contemplate, meditate, reflect, resolve? The what? The how to find,
to speak with clarity to say as authentically
as moon casting light upon us. It doesn’t take her illumination to know some rivers are too slick and filled with swill to sustain life. The
animals we’ve held dominion over now extinct, or nearly so. The air we breathe, the food we eat—killing us. But then, isn’t that where
we’re headed anyway? Or is it just me. Here, near an ending of one kind at least, or of the total, I don’t know.
But I do seek to know how all that’s passed through me fits in ways I struggle to convey. A richness and a poverty side by side. A rapture and a keening twisted like a rose and briar. The joyful song that’s in some children’s laughter. The tears of others falling ceaselessly. The thing as humans we must do, or not.

The Patriarchs of Tar / Brit Griffin
If I could,
I would summon
Rilke’s warriors
to plunge down from
their parapet, to
beat their great, grave wings
against the doors
of the multinational hideaway.
Inside, the CEOs would be
tightening the tourniquets
above their veins,
preparing to stab the needle
into the ancient peat hide
stretched beneath their feet.
Then they’d push down
their boiling fluids,
forcing a thick black crude
to flow up into their
arteries, circulating,
then focusing
their flat, obsidian eyes
on the bottom line.
But my conjured army
of terrible angels
would shatter the glass doors,
seizing the great deceivers
and hurling them down into
deep pits of tar,
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to be trapped
in the pitch-black bogs
of sticky history
for all of eternity,
allowing Mammon
to gnaw upon their
flesh and bones
until sated.

Women Who / Ron Riekki
Women who save the world eat midnight.
They never murmur.
They believe in being.
Women who save the world aren’t careful.
They’re scar-filled.
They’re relieved by relieving those who need relief.
Women who save the world endure pain.
They’re enduring.
They’re fighting to turn acid rain to pure rain.
Women who save the world are baize.
They can talk green politics for days.
They’re amazing: think Mesoamerican Amazon maize.
Think multiphase. Kamikaze. The will to emblaze.
Hammering away. Here, today. Here. Today.
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The Hu-Man Era / Michelle Magee
Is there a place for the Truth in these times?
Is anyone interested in poetry that rhymes?
Does anyone know that the Earth knows what’s best?
And if we betray Her enough, She’ll put us to rest.
The Universe is vast and the Earth is so wise
Neither have patience for consumerism lies.
Will people remember “as above, so below”?
We create our own karma, people reap what they sow.
The Truth lies within, it’s in each one of us,
Whether you’re captain of the ship, or just riding the bus.
Do humans remember there is more to life than this?
When it’s all said and done, what do we actually miss?
I’ll miss the sky and the bees and the dogs,
I will long for the ocean and the trees and the frogs.
I’ll miss all the seasons, the snow and the rain,
Miss the foxes and bears and the mighty whooping crane.
I will miss how the creatures roam free on the land,
I’ll remember the miracle of volcanic black sand.
To see the perfection in one tiny tree leaf,
I ask why we’ve forgotten, why is there so much disbelief?
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The Earth knows what’s best, Her knowledge is so old –
If you want to play pretend, believe what His-story has told.
The Earth is the Goddess, the Mother, the flame,
She’s nobody’s showpiece, She’s not ours to tame.
She lives and She breathes and She teaches us much.
We have everything we need, the Goddess guides us as such.
This poet’s not saying we all should start hugging trees,
But there might be some complaining if we lose all the bees...
Waste not and want not and clean up your mess,
Sometimes more isn’t the answer, it’s actually less.
The Earth is a Mother whose love knows no bounds,
But like any good mother, She knows when to kick us off the grounds.
All the boys have grown up, they’re old boys, top floor,
She’s tired of their game, something new is in store.
So be part of the story that’s not his, but now Hers
A new age is dawning, a new reality stirs.
There is a place for the Truth in these times
It’s easy and simple, flows like wind through the chimes,
And falls like the rain of a soft morning dew;
We are guests at the table of this tiny planet of blue.
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Mountain III / Maggie Hess
"Stop, stop, stop!"
"Our breath is running thin."
But what would the old oaks say?
Hear them creak and moan?
We are old, so feel our pain.
A voice rises from the land like mist
or even sometimes like heat rising from asphalt a stifled voice saying, "squelched.”
But here the Mountain
voice rises in the people here.
"Respect the origin, the root, the eldest tree."
If the voice is not overpowered with runoff,
we the Mountain can listen to the Earth
speak to us directly.
The drips that freeze to the rhododendron
leaves and branch as they fall.
The winter rain forest here lone in its soaring clouds.
Go to meditation rock,
every time you cry,
thanking the view shed for maintaining your sanctuary.
And each time the voice of the mountains,
the coves and ridges,
return in gratitude.
"Thanks for the conservation easement,"
say the virgin trees.
"Thanks for listening," say these wise old hills.
And listening turns into the art of

watching the oaks
grow more contorted
moment by moment
day by day.
The wind gnarls the branches
twists these ancient arms
but only the orange hands
blow off each year
falling to the ground
adding bedding there for apple seeds
to take root.
Knowing always
they are transitioning
from fruit, to root
to shoot, to bud
to seed again.

Donna Beck / Puddle
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Ablaze / Jerilyn Kotelniski
Don’t you want to know how this fierce red mane
Turns sudden sparks into fires that ravage across forests.
Follow the foxtrot from tree to tree, tenderly embracing each trunk,
As the rings of my past convert to ash. This wildfire is not a costly loss,
It is a second chance for life.
Each path a reaching branch, every good intention a falling leaf,
years of collecting, pile growing,
higher than the times I didn’t speak up, heavier than the times I tried to let go.
Notice the gentle warmth of a thousand stars on my face,
that vibrant haze of orange kissing red, swallowing the summer sky.
Fires ablaze, it’s almost too bright, I want to stand my ground
but all I’ve been taught to do is crawl.
In my anatomy class, I learned that women are shallow breathers,
Maybe if we cremated the forests of our pasts we could allow ourselves to breathe
deeply.
Perhaps we’ve been conditioned to only breathe halfway, because we’re only allowed
to live halfway.
And a life half lived has not experienced the abundance of acceptance
Nor the helping hand of authenticity painting joy on your ever shining face. It is solely
Fear
that inhabits the inferior portion of our lungs.
I live
for the day I can teach my baby sister to breathe freely.
The dense smoke is breathtaking, however, this freedom is breath making.
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Yet still, I’m bound by boxes of beliefs that are not mine to bear.
I beg of you, put that box back on the shelf where it belongs,
Do not lay your interpretation of your bible on my beautiful body.
If you are so bold as to drop your raindrop words to extinguish my forest fire,
I want you to know this
I will be oh so brave as to let you...
Because those raindrops will nourish the soul of my maternal roots.
When my forest grows back,
and it always does,
It will be on my soil.
Your mud may cause these two left feet to sink temporarily,
but know they will not stay stuck.
Your judgments are not my quicksand,
this is no place to crawl.
I will stand here, not believing in sins but in
growth

and

consequences

My soil will dry with integrity,
these roots will carry life with dignity,
these flowers will spread vulnerability and bloom acceptance.
This forest of mine will be built on my beliefs,
the trees,

roses,
shrubs,

lone leaf,
thorns,

whistle of the wind,
are all equally worthy of appreciation.
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We have been seasoned to believe such is
unachievable

and
I refuse
to listen to this rhythmic destruction of beauty,
your soothing lullaby of oppression,
it is music I no longer know the words to.

You

did not eliminate my ecosystem,
it is renewed.

You

did not break me,
I am whole.

You

cannot tame this wildfire.
This is my forest of emancipation.

unrealistic.
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3D Web: Temporary Sculpture Installation / Louisa Magrics

Temporary site-specific crochet installation at the University of Newcastle, 3.30-4.30 p.m., May, 2016. The artist would like to acknowledge the Awabakal people
who are the traditional custodians of this land; they would also like to pay respect to elders of the Awabakal nation past and present. Sound & Image Production
by Louisa Magrics, 2016.

■

Adeiza Atureta is a writer of poetry and prose. His poems and short stories including ‘A Night To Remember’ have featured in both soft and printed copies in
Nigeria and abroad. As a college student in Zaria city, Nigeria, his poems featured regularly on ‘Chips and Slices,’ a talk-show on state-owned radio KSMC 90.8.
Adeiza is currently a broadcast journalist with interest in gender and development, and post-conflict peace building reporting. He often highlights the impact of
conflict on women, who are primary victims, and says ‘as peace builders in society, women should be protected.’
Alone in nature, deep in the trees - where nothing is expected of her, a woman becomes peaceful and opens up her inner world; just as she did as a kid. Donna
Beck has had poems published in two anthologies; Soul Feathers and Hallelujah for 50ft Women, and a photograph published on Rose Red Review.
Vanane Borian's mission is to create pure, influential and sincerely art: the correction of our society has to start with yourself. Vanane's meeting with ecofeminism
started with environment installation, created by 10,000 prostitution cards that were picked up from Tel Aviv streets during one year. It was a three meters-high
vagina and 50 meters-long carpet. Having emigrated to Israel from Armenia with her parents in 1998, Vanane's art projects have also been dedicated to Armenian
Genocide and feminism, gender politics, ethnic traditions, patriarchy of religion and the role of woman in our social and political life.
Katarina Boudreaux is a writer, musician, composer, tango dancer, and teacher -- a shaper of word, sound, and mind. She returned to New Orleans after
circuitous journeying. Her chapbook “Anatomy Lessons” is available from Flutter Press. Her play “Awake at 4:30” is a finalist in the 2016 Tennessee Williams
Festival. She has always felt rooted in the natural world, a child of the Earth, and uses imagery from her experiences in the wilds of the world to capture the
disparity between the natural and the unnatural within everyday exchanges. www.katarinaboudreaux.com
As a child growing up in rural Pennsylvania, Sandra Fees fell in love with words and nature. As an adult, those passions led her to the creative writing program at
Syracuse University where she earned a Master’s Degree. Her poetry has recently been published in New Madrid, Broad!, and Right Hand Pointing. She also
holds a Master’s of Divinity Degree from Lancaster Theological Seminary and is an ordained Unitarian Universalist minister. An ecofeminist sensibility informs both
her poetics and her commitment to women’s rights, eco-justice, and anti-racism.
Sapphire Frater is a Surrealist Artist, a prolific painter and poet. She painted on the Gold Coast for many years as an artists assistant, before leaving to pursue her
own creative freedom and direction. Since then, she has exhibited her artwork in Australia, New York and the Louvre Carrousel, under the famous Louvre
museum in Paris France. For 2017 she is concidering an exhibition in Japan. Sapphire’s work is described as Meta- Surrealist, surrealism laced with meta- physics.
Her artwork depicts the Divine Feminine- the strong sacred female protagonist.
Nature has always served as Muse for Jane Ellen Glasser. Beginning with a resonant image (bird, wind, river, stones...), often her poems discover, in process, the
natural world holding up a mirror for human nature. Her work has appeared in such journals as Hudson Review, Southern Review, and Virginia Quarterly Review.
She won the Tampa Review Prize for Poetry for Light Persists, and the Poetica Publishing Company Chapbook Award for The Long Life. Her seventh collection, In
the Shadow of Paradise, is due out from FutureCycle Press in 2017.
Brit Griffin is a writer living in Northern Ontario. As she has gotten older, her ability to be present to the exquisite pulses of nature has improved, and she has had
the recent privilege of meeting an otter by her driveway, conversing briefly with a blue heron, and making friends with a raven. These fabulous creatures, she
suspects, have been there all along, she just couldn’t see them before. Thankful for their patience with her, she now feels compelled to help tell their stories. She
also works as a researcher for Timiskaming First Nation, an Algonquin community in north-western Quebec.

Stephanie Barbé Hammer is a 4 time nominee for the Pushcart Prize in poetry, fiction and nonfiction and has published in The Bellevue Literary Review, Apeiron,
Pearl, The Bacopa Literary Review, and Hayden’s Ferry. She has published 2 poetry collections and one novel: Sex with Buildings (Dancing Girl Press, 2012),
How Formal? (Spout Hill Press, 2014), and The Puppet Turners of Narrow Interior (Urban Farmhouse Press, 2015). A relentless urbanite, she nonethless lives alot
of the year on Whidbey Island WA, where she talks to trees, texts with family, digs holes, and chases deer away from the stuff she’s planted.
th

“Mountain III” is Maggie Hess's 18 published poem. It was born out of a gap semester spent living among ancient oaks with four other women on an isolated
mountain in North Carolina. When not jotting, the poet enjoys observing the hierarchy of growth on an waterfall road she revisits each week with her two dogs
and mother.
Jerilyn Kotelniski is ablaze with the desire to show vulnerability as a strength in all of her creations. She hails from Edmonton, Alberta but is reborn in every city
she visits.
Michelle Magee lives on a farm near Argyle, ON. She is a high school music teacher and drives a school bus. In her spare time, she heeds the voice that calls
her to write some rhymes. After living in New Zealand and then Canada’s Northwest Territories, Michelle has witnessed the Goddess and all her magic. The Earth
is alive and she holds the Truth. It is time for us to listen to her.
Louisa Magrics is a musician and installation artist currently studying a Masters of Philosophy (Fine Art) at the University of Newcastle, Australia. Inspired by a background in live percussion and using a skill taught her by her mother, ideas of rhythm are translated into

netted crochet forms of spiraling geometric patterns. The

work is tensioned between mathematical sequences of fraction and repetition, material elements of the design construction, and digital approaches to the translation of temporary installations. Crafted from reclaimed materials and stepping outside of traditional gallery environments, her work aims to explore transitory, tem porary occupations of space and collaborative, non-invasive interactions with the natural world.
Karen Neuberg’s work has appeared in several anthologies including A Slant of Light: Contemporary Women Writers of the Hudson Valley, Poets for Living Waters, and Words Fly Away: Poems for Fukushima .Being female has been at the center of her writing and this theme has expanded into concerns about global exploitation and inequality of women, violence being done to living creatures and to our environment, climate change and the future of our children, and what actions to participate in to bring about change. Her most recent chapbook is Myself Taking Stage (Finishing Line Press).
Alice O’Malley is a writer, feminist and vegan based in Devon, UK. She has had strong feminist ideals for most of her adult life, and has always possessed a strong
connection to nature. In the past few years, Alice has become an avid reader of ecofeminist texts, in particular the work of Carol J. Adams, and is keenly inter ested in artistically representing the similarity between the oppression of women and the oppression of the natural and animal world. She is currently developing a
larger body of work, Her, in Poems through which she hopes to explore these subjects further.
Ron Riekki's books include U.P.: a novel (Sewanee Writers Series and Great Michigan Read nominated), The Way North: Collected Upper Peninsula New Works
(Michigan Notable Book and finalist for the Eric Hoffer Book Award, Midwest Book Award, Foreword Book of the Year, and Next Generation Indie Book Award),
and Here: Women Writing on Michigan's Upper Peninsula (IPPY/Independent Publisher Book Award Gold Medal Great Lakes—Best Regional Fiction and Next
Generation Indie Book Award finalist). Riekki grew up in a rural area where nature wasn’t hidden by pavement. His writing starts with place and that place is natural, sacred, feminine.

Yvette A. Schnoeker-Shorb is co-founder of a 501(c)(3) nonprofit natural history press that exists to enhance positive awareness of some of our less-favored wild
creatures, many by whose grace humans exist. She believes all life is connected by Earth’s living memory. Her poetry, primarily inspired by the natural world, has
appeared over many years in The Voices Project, Terrain.org: A Journal of the Built and Natural Environments, Kudzu House Quarterly, Wild Earth, So to Speak: A
Feminist Journal of Language and Art, Blueline, and many others, with work forthcoming in Spirit’s Tincture, Eastern Iowa Review, and Weber—The Contemporary
West.
Karen Tate is a four-times published author, speaker, minister and social justice activist. “The Sacred Feminine, inclusive of Nature, or the values taught by archetypal Mother Earth, is the gas in my tank. . . . Starting as just a new way of seeing myself, these ideas have evolved and are now the inspiration and guideposts to
create a new normal and reshape the world. She has taught me to find my Sacred Roar and I use that voice to birth Her into the world as deity, archetype and
ideal with every breath I take.” Karen (www.karentate.com) is the host of the long-running radio show, Voices of the Sacred Feminine.
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